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Exit on Sunset Boulevard and proceed east on Sunset about 1.5 miles to the Westwood entrance of campus. Turn right onto 
Westwood; proceed straight ahead to the ram p leading underground to the Parking and Information Kiosk within Parking 
Structure 4 (P4) and the adjacent metered Pay-Per-Space parking area (P4 Janss). Daily parking permits are $12 and allow 
for same-day multiple entries to the same parking structure by reusing the paper access card.  To pay for parking in P4 or 
pick up a parking reservation, tell the Kiosk staff that you are visiting UCLA Anderson (if applicable, inform them if an Ander-
son host set up a reservation for you).  If you wish to use the pay-per-space area, simply proceed past the kiosk and turn left  
at the stop sign into the pay-per-space lot.

• If your permit reservation is for Parking Structure 4 (P4), park in a location consistent with the permit type (yellow or 
blue) and take the stairs or elevator to the Plaza level. The main entrance to the Anderson Complex is located between 
buildings B (Gold Hall) and C (Entrepreneurs Hall), up one flight up steps to the Marion Anderson Courtyard. You may 
also enter the complex through Building A (Collins Center). You may not park in Blue X or handicapped stalls without 
those appropriate permit types.

• If your permit reservation is for Structure 5 (P5), exit Structure 4, return to Sunset, and turn right on Royce Drive to 
access Structure 5. Structure 5 has 6 levels. At the crest of the hill (at the stop sign) turn right for “blue” levels 4 & 5. 
Proceed straight down the hill for “yellow” levels 6, 3, 2, and 1. The permit given you at the Kiosk will lift the gate arm
to allow vehicle entry

UCLA Anderson is located in the north central section of the UCLA Campus. 
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